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About This Content
Join in on the Thanksgiving fishing tradition with the Cornucopia Pack!
What’s more delicious than roast turkey, tastier than a slice of pumpkin pie, more satisfying than the Thanksgiving dinner?
That’s right, the Cornucopia Pack!
This Thanksgiving edition Pack is your Horn of Plenty in the world of float fishing! Jam-packed with exclusive goodies, the
Cornucopia Pack features limited-edition powerful telescopic rods that are available exclusively in this Pack! Just imagine your
Thanksgiving with the wild-spirited Tomahawk 21' 3" (650), the adventurous pilgrim’s Blunderbuss 19' 8" (600) and the
Thanksgiving special CrazyTurkey 23' (700) that will turn your holiday fishing into an epicly fun pilgrimage!
And what’s more, this is your only opportunity to get the exclusive Thanksgiving edition true Pilgrim’s Doublet that gives you
more tackle and line storage capacity. The Cornucopia Pack also includes powerful spin reels, lines, hooks, a large fishnet and
bait galore!
Cornucopia Pack is all about the Thanksgiving spirit!
This plentiful and tasty Pack includes:
* 10 BAITCOINS use to purchase certain fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!
* 1000 CREDITS use to purchase certain fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!
* 7 DAYS OF PREMIUM Enjoy thirty days of Premium Status and advance your game progress by getting a 50% boost to
Experience and Credits earned for every fish you catch! In addition, you get the opportunity to rent a kayak with a 50%
discount! You also get the privilege of free registration in Competitions and the advantage of using free Forward Time function
twice as often!
* 30 Storage Slots
* 3 Tackle Setup Slots
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RODS ‘N REELS
Rods:
* Tomahawk 21' 3" (650) - Length: 21' 3" (6.5 m); Line Weight: 2–6 Lb. (1-2.67 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 7; Guides: 9
* Blunderbuss 19' 8" (600) - Length: 19' 8" (6 m); Line Weight: 2–11 Lb. (1-5 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 6; Guides: 9
* CrazyTurkey 23' (700) - Length: 23' (7 m); Line Weight: 3–10 Lb. (1.5-4.5 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 8; Guides: 9
Reels:
* Pocahontas™ Thanksgiving Edition Reel - Ratio: 5.3:1; Recovery: 23.5" (60 cm); Capacity: mono 3/120 (0.12/120), braid
3/120 (0.12/120), Max Drag: 5.75 Lb. (2.6 kg)
* PeacePipe™ Thanksgiving Edition Reel - Ratio: 5.2:1; Recovery: 31.5" (80 cm); Capacity: mono 4/100 (0.2/100), braid 4/100
(0.2/100); Max Drag: 8.8 Lb. (4 kg)
* MapleBerry™ Thanksgiving Edition Reel - Ratio: 4.6:1; Recovery: 23.5" (60 cm); Capacity: mono 3/80 (0.18/80), braid
6/100 (0.15/100); Max Drag: 4.9 Lb. (2.25 kg)
TERMINAL TACKLE
* Lines:
Mono .008" (0.2 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 4 Lb. (1.8 kg)
Mono .010" (0.25 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 8 Lb. (3.6 kg)
Mono .009" (0.23 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 6 Lb. (2.7 kg)
* Bobbers: Slim (x2), Glowing Slim Float
* Hooks: Hook #10, Hook #8, Hook #6, Hook #4, Hook #2, Hook #1
* Baits: Bread, Cheese, Pet Food, Dough Bails, Corn, Peas, Semolina Balls, Marshmallows
EQUIPMENT
* FishCabin XS Keepnet - Max Single Fish Weight: 7.5 Lb. (3.5 kg); Total Fish Weight: 55 Lb. (25 kg); Fish-Friendly: yes
* CozyHatchet™ Rod Case - Rods: 3; Reels: 3
* Pilgrim`s Doublet Waist Coat - Tackles: 15; Lines: 5
FISHING LICENSES (7 days):
* Basic Missouri License
* Basic New York License
* Basic Colorado License
* Basic North Carolina License
* Basic Oregon License
* Basic Florida License
* Basic Alberta License
* Basic Louisiana License
* Basic Michigan License
* Basic California License
* Basic Alaska License
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Title: Fishing Planet: Cornucopia Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Publisher:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 24 Nov, 2015
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64
Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher
DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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Nice try. But it's trash.. Vice City Truck Simulator
This game is a fun story driven truck simulator game. Heads up the handling of the trucks is very arcade like and not realistic
like ETS2. The game looks like the PS2 GTA games and your character looks like Tommy Vercetti lol. The game actually uses
real trucks like Freightliner, Peterbilt, Kenworth, Sterling and Western Star which is a huge plus towards making the game seem
realistic, just like the Shell gas stations in the game. Its an overall good game and worth buying when its on sale and at full price
is worth it too if u r a truck fan.. This game was a mixed bag for me. Some parts were good, some were meh. Some mechanics
worked better in some places.
tl;dr version: Fun game with some flaws, but some really cool moments! It is worth playing for the fans of the trilogy, and I
think people who refused to play the reboot might want to give this one a go. The most Tomb raider-ish of the 3 imo. If you're
new to the trilogy, i recommend starting from the 2013 reboot. I got it 50% and I recommend it based on that
Since this is a reboot series, I think there will always be comparisons. So I'll compare to both the OG, and the previous two in
the reboot series:
Compared to originals: I think this is the closest we've gotten to them in the trilogy. Lara is finally somewhat stronger and more
confident, and goes prepared (although she does have to start from zero a couple of times). Tombs and Crypts, there are a lot of
those and I think are best parts of the game.
Compared to reboot and Rise: It takes a lot from those as expected, and adds some mechanics in climbing and combat, I
enjoyed this one more in that regard. But other things suffer like the story, narrative and pacing. The detail and lore are
amazing, but idk it felt more like a documentary than an exciting story for me.
My highlights:
- Really pretty graphics!
- Water and swimming felt good.
- Custumizable difficulity: Individually choose if you want combat, platforming or puzzles to be more challenging.
- I enjoyed solving puzzles while all the assitance was turned off.
- Many beautiful vistas made me just stand there and appreciate, PLUS you get a Photo Mode this time, and I had a lot of fun
with that.
- Did I mention Photo Mode?
- There were less combat encounters and I actually enjoyed them, while they were my least favorite part in the previous two.
Lara is scary in this game lol
My critique:
- I mentioned pretty graphics, yes, but often too dark, and increasing brightness will make other areas too bright! No torch like
in previous games, there is a flash light, but you can't turn it on, only when Lara wants to. Idk why they did that?
- Platforming felt somewhat less solid, and combined with very dark areas, it was frustrating at times, and sometimes tedious.
- Too many limitations and things that get in the way. Sometimes you're stuck using a bow, sometimes you can only wear certain
outfits, too many of those sections where Lara squezzes herself through gaps in walls or crawling under rocks.
- Fishes attacking while swimming is just annoying. You can at least fight the eel.
- You get outfits by clearing Crypts or buying them from merchants, they provide stat bonuses, but they're just basically peices
of rags and just look ugh... I get it, it is supposed to be rough and realistic, but that is about the only realistic thing in the game.
Like come on give me cool looking armour I want to work for and wear! The one with the feathers looks cool though.
- I've already talked about the story. Can't really put my finger on it, but I wasn't really invested, Lara still felt a bit lost, Jonah
was being useless as usual. The best character was the kid imo.
- QTEs, chase sequences, running sequences were my least favorite part in the game! Since platforming can already be a bit of
trial and error (I was playing with all assistance turned off), those were really annoying.
In conclusion:
It is an okay game, with some great moments! And some bad moments. As someone who has enjoyed both original and reboot
TR game, I enjoyed this too and I think it is worth playing for both parties.
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I hear this is the last in the trilogy, and my hope, and I am a bit biased, whatever dev team responsible is to pull off a CAPCOM
on us and get back or get to the good old Lara! The classy, the professional, the gymnast Lara. And no it is not about the boobs
like many people assume whenever OG Lara is brought up. Think of it as a case of DmC Dante (Donte) VS DMC Dante.. This
Game really gets your blood pumpin'.
It's constantly keeping you on your toes. Either you are sneaking around collecting items for your protection and looking for
keys to get the hell out of there or you are the "Prison guard" placing traps and listening for the movement of your victims to
turn those green little dragons into some crisp chicken.
But going up in flames does not mean it's over. A well placed flashbang, then morph into a cup and throw your pursuer for a
loop.
The visuals are stunning and the mechanics are easy to get hold of. All of this combined makes for an awesome stealth
multiplayer game.. Really buggy for a game "made for" Oculus with HTC Vive Wands as controllers. The controlls are a mess
and remind me of Fallout 4 VR. Does not seem like a lot of content for TWENTY DOLLARS. I am going to return this, this is
a scam that I regret buying. Price either has to go down or quality and quantity to do has to go up.
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Totally 100% worth it if you have a 90% off coupon like I did and get it for 20 cents. so dope. I liked Pixel Puzzle Japan the
best. The koi were a little annoying but you could stuff one in the spout and end the annoyance. I played the Zombies butI didn't
much care for the timetrials of that one. This one, the crabs. They are so annoying, as are the floating button buoys. The crab
collecting is part of the game (crabs = hint currency), but still annoying. The rotation of the pieces isn't intuitive (the instructions
aren't clear you hold both mouse buttons) at first, but the mechanic is a nice twist on the series.
I got it for 66% off in the Steam Summer sale and I think US$3.39. If you can find it for less, then even better, but 50% off or
better it is a thumbs up (US$5 or less).. Played this game for a day. I actually like it as a tower defence game to waste some
time, and want to give it a good review. BUT the save function is completely broken, any progress made will be deleted after a
session. It says it saves, but it doesnt, you will start at tutorial level 1 every time its opened. For a game with a large skill tree and
hours worth of levels this is completely unacceptable.
Worse, you can read in the discussion forum that the developer has known about this simple game breaking issue for 4 months.
So you know he is lazy, unmotivated and unresponsive.
Terrible game.
1\/10. This game is not only long dead, but nver really worked in the first place. The ''quests'' that are given either a) cannot be
completed, or b) crash the game when handed in. Now, mind you, I was fine with that. Early Access and all that. But then, I
went to try and make a weapon. It just doesn't work. You can't save any designs, and that's only if you can get around the
backwards♥♥♥♥♥control scheme. The combat is dull, the terrain is all flat, there are only two biomes (town and desert), and
the enemies have no variety whatsoever. Like Minecraft, but even ♥♥♥♥♥ier, and without mod support.. hmm way too 90s for
me to understand any of it, but it was fun,
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